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1. Introduction 
Water and Livelihoods Foundation (WLF) is a non-profit public Trust established in 2016, in 
the context of growing water scarcity, inequality and climate-induced droughts and floods in 
India in recent years. WLF has the over-all vision of a ‘water-secured society’ and strives to 
achieve this through (i) grass-roots actions, (ii) innovative technology development and 
deployment, (iii) knowledge dissemination and (iii) capacity building of development actors. 
 
While working on themes of water conservation, groundwater augmentation, efficient use of 
water, water supply and sanitation promotion and input-cost reduction through ecological 
agriculture, WLF has also its foot-prints in the urban water management issues, such as, 
groundwater depletion, reuse of treated water and hydrological aspects of flood 
management. Innovativeness; cooperative and inclusive participation; knowledge sharing; 
long-term sustainability and ecological concerns are the cross-cutting concerns to all the work 
done by WLF.  
 
This report narrates, in brief, various institutional, governance and program actions carried 
out in WLF during the year 2021-22.  
 

2. Statutory compliance and governance 
WLF has appointed Sampath and Ramesh Auditors as the statutory audit firm for the year 
2020-21 and the audit reports were presented and approved by the Board of Trustees (BoT) 
in the BoT meeting organized on 21 Aug 2021 in online mode. All the three Trustees, Executive 
Director and staff participated in this meeting. Apart from this, the BoT discussed and made 
decisions about the following key points: 
 

• Renewal of 12AA and 80G registrations with IT Department 

• Registration with the Dept of Companies for implementing CSR projects 

• Appointment of Sampath and Ramesh Auditors as audit firm for 2021-22 

• Review of staff performance reports as per the policy approved in 2020 
 

3. Financial management 
WLF follows a cash-based accounting and computerized all its financial operations in Tally.  
Complying with the recent change in the provisions of FCRA, WLF opened the FCRA designed 
primary bank account at SBI, Main Branch, New Delhi. As per the decision taken in its BoT 
meeting in Aug 2021, WLF has also applied and got the provisional registration under Sections 
12AA and 80G of IT Act with the Department. The permanent registration provisions under 
Section 12AB will also be complied with in coming months. WLF has also registered as an 
implementing agency of CSR activities with the Dept. of Company Affairs. 
 
During the year, WLF received donations from individuals and contributions from CBOs, 
apart from small fee for providing technical services. The total expenditure of WLF towards 
its programs and administration during the year was Rs. 25,93,068 (unaudited).  
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4. Activities done during the year 2021-22 
 
4.1. Water conservation interventions 
4.1.1. Promotion of pipe irrigation for efficient use of water  

Provision of PVC pipe networks from the irrigation bore wells to the farm lands facilitate even 

distribution of water to all the parts of the farmland and reduces the evaporation, seepage 

losses. Farmers are also interested to install PVC pipe networks for ease in irrigation 

operations. Therefore, WLF collaborated with three FPOs (Nelathalli, Adharsha Enabavi and 

Motakonduru FPOs in Janagam and Yadadri Bhuvanagiri dt., Telangana) and motivated 

farmers to come forward and install pipe networks in their farm lands. Also, WLF mobilized 

quality pipe manufacturing companies (Jain and Nandi pipes) to offer the pipes to farmers of 

these collaborating FPOs on a special discounted price. 

Through this arrangement, during 2021-22, 85 farmers were provided with 2,292 total pipes 

(of different dia., viz., 63 mm, 75 mm and 90 mm). Due to the price fluctuations in the market, 

the contributions of farmers were pooled and WLF made its own contribution (about 10-15% 

of the cost). 

  
PVC pipes distributed and installed in farm lands 

 
4.1.2. IoT based RWH system in Nagpur city, Maharashtra 

ICLEI, New Delhi, in collaboration with the Nagpur Municipal Corporation (NMC), had taken 

up a rain water harvesting project with IoT based real-time monitoring of groundwater levels 

and quality during April 2021. The project was planned on a pilot basis in two Government 

schools, Sant Kabir School (Kalmna) and Govt. school ( Bharatnagar) in the city limits. 

Enviraj Consulting, Gwalior provided the necessary technical assistance in groundwater 

quality studies, resistivity surveys for groundwater exploration and design of rain water 

harvesting systems. Mr. Ramamohan from WLF provided advisory services to this project on 

the IoT system configuration for monitoring groundwater and methods, design aspects of rain 

water harvesting and recharge through shallow bore wells. In this connection, a visit was 

made by Mr. Ramamohan to Nagpur city during 11-14 July 2021 and participated in the field 

studies along with the officials and other technical teams. 
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Rain Water Harvesting and Recharge structures designing in schools at Nagpur 

 

4.1.3. Study on reuse of irrigation drainage in coastal Andhra Pradesh 

The eastern coastline of Andhra Pradesh is crisscrossed by many open drains that carry used-

water from the irrigation canal command areas located upstream to the Bay of Bengal. 

Tungabhadra drain is one such major drain passing through the Guntur district in Andhra 

Pradesh, passing near the towns of Bapatla and Ponnur.  

In absence of irrigation canals in this coastal region, farmers lift the drain water from 

Tungabhadra and few other minor drains to irrigate their lands. Paddy followed by black gram 

is the most common cropping pattern here, except in sandy soils where chilly and vegetables 

are common. There are smaller and privately owned lift schemes as well as larger ones 

constructed by Government. In all these cases, groups of farmers and their cooperatives 

manage the irrigation water distribution as well as take care of their maintenance.  

A field study on this reuse of water practice was done during July-Sept 2021. The study will 

be further expanded in the coming months to cover more schemes and their typologies. The 

salinity fluctuation in the drain water due to the high and low tides in the sea is a peculiar 

problem faced by some of these lift schemes that are closer to the Bay of Bengal. It is planned 

to document these practices and highlight the problems faced by them for providing policy 

inputs to the Government. 
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Study on reuse of irrigation drainage at Bapatla, Andhra Pradesh 

 
4.2. Sustainable agriculture and productivity enhancement 
 
4.2.1. Trellis cultivation of cucumber crop 
During 2020-21, WLF carried out a pan-India study on the traditional trellis cultivation 

practices and came out with a publication that depicts traditional practices across India.  

(https://www.wlfoundation.net/uploads/2/8/3/9/28397975/traditional_trellis_cultivation_i

n_india_-_wlf_hyd_-_5_mb.pdf). 

As an extension of this activity, WLF further made visits to several areas in Telangana and 

Andhra Pradesh to study the practice of cucumber cultivation. It has focused mainly on the 

https://www.wlfoundation.net/uploads/2/8/3/9/28397975/traditional_trellis_cultivation_in_india_-_wlf_hyd_-_5_mb.pdf
https://www.wlfoundation.net/uploads/2/8/3/9/28397975/traditional_trellis_cultivation_in_india_-_wlf_hyd_-_5_mb.pdf
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reasons for not cultivating this vine crop on trellises. Since Cucumber is a low-value crop, 

farmers have been cultivating it on a much smaller areas compared to the other vines, such 

as, bitter guard, ivy guard, bottle guard etc. This is found to be the major reason for farmers 

not sparing the trellis area for cucumber. 

In order to encourage farmers to try and experiment different varieties of cucumber on 

trellises, WLF visited areas like Mal in Nalgonda district and Achampet in Nagarkurnool district 

in Telangana. Further, WLF contacted around 10 FPOs having approximately 4,000 members 

in Telangana and provided them awareness on benefits of cucumber cultivation on trellis. 

4.2.2. Innovation of agricultural implements by farmers 
There are some progressive and innovative farmers who always likes to experiment with new 

varieties of seeds, develop new agricultural tools and assemble new implements for easing 

agricultural operations. In order to encourage such ingenious farmers, WLF worked with few 

FPOs in Telangana and facilitated this process. During the current year, four farmers 

developed implements, such as, trolley-mounted sprayer, power weeder, manual chain 

weeder and multi-purpose plough etc. 

  
Trolly-mounted sprayer Weeder made using chetak 

engine 

 
These implements were popularized among farmers by contributing articles to the agriculture 
page in a popular Telugu newspaper - Sakshi. The article is available on link: 
https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/62065772  
 
4.2.3. Design of gravity pipe network in Araku valley, AP 
During Jan 2022, WLF provided technical support to VIKASA, which is an NGO based in 
Simhachalam, Visakhapatnam, in design of a gravity-based pipe irrigation network (GPN) in 
Arama-Panasaputtu villages, Araku Valley, Visakhapatnam district, Andhra Pradesh. A low-
head diversion weir was planned across the natural stream on the hills and the main pipeline 
for a length of 2.2 km was designed, which has further sub-mains and distribution pipes in its 
network.  
 

https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/62065772
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Natural stream near Arama-Panasaputtu Installation of pipe network 

(indicative) 

 
A combination of HDPE and PVC pipes were proposed in order to provide the minimum 

desired pressure head of 5.0 m at most of the delivery points. The GPN is expected to be 

commissioned by end of June 2022 and farmers will be able to use the water for irrigating 

their Kharif crop during July-Oct period. 

4.3. Training and capacity building initiatives 
Offering capacity building inputs to professionals, researchers and NGO staff is one of the 

major objectives of WLF. Every year, WLF designs and offers few such inputs by taking the 

sectoral needs and requirements into consideration. It designs training events choosing 

innovative and latest topics. Following are the trainings and workshop events organized by 

WLF during the year: 

Sl. Topic Duration Mode & Venue 
No. of 

participants 

1. Water budgeting and auditing 04-06 Oct 2021 Online 22 

2. Workshop on cucumber 
cultivation on trellises for FPOs 

20 Sept 2021 (Physical) 
 

St. Anns Generalate, Tarnaka, 
Hyderabad-17 

53 

3. Book keeping and Financial 
systems for FPOs 

28-29 Jan 2022 Online 11 

4. Design of gravity pipe networks 
(GPNs) using EPANET 

22-24 Mar 2022 Online 15 
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4.3.1. Training on groundwater budgeting and auditing 

Water budgeting is the process of estimating the availability / supply of rainwater in the form 

of surface and groundwater and comparing it with the usage / demand for various 

applications (domestic, irrigation, industrial etc.). Used more in the context of industrial use, 

water auditing is estimating the use and wastage of input water and utilization of same in 

various manufacturing processes. A simple Excel-based software tool was developed by WLF 

for estimating the groundwater budget in a given area. The training program covered the 

concepts of water budgeting and auditing on 04 Oct 2022. Also, hands-on sessions on the 

software tool were conducted during 05 and 06 Oct 2022. 

  
 

4.3.2. Workshop on cucumber cultivation on trellises for FPOs 
The study on traditional trellis construction and cultivation practices across India helped WLF 

to gain a deeper understanding of various building material choices, agronomic practices and 

crop combination choices made by farmers. Though a vine crop, it was found that the 

Cucumber is not grown on trellises, but only on the ground by the farmers. As a logical 

extension of this work, WLF planned to promote the cultivation of cucumber on trellises. To 

educate and encourage farmers, this workshop was organized at Hyderabad. The event was 

attended by total of 52 farmers, 38 from 08 FPOs including the FPO staff and 14 individual 

farmers. Some of these farmers went back and started experimenting with Cucumber on 

trellises for enhanced yields and reduced pest incidence. 

S No FPO Name No of Participants 

1 Chityala Farmers Producer Company Limited 05 

2 Thummalapalli Farmers Producer Company Limited 02 
3 Adarsha Farmers Producer Company Limited 05 
4 Nelathalli Adarsha Farmers Producer Company 

Limited 
05 

5 Safe Food Farmers Producer Company Limited 09 
6 Suraksha Farmers Producer Company Limited 03 
7 Vittanotpathi Farmers Producer Company Limited 04 
8 Motakonduru Farmers Producer Company Limited 05 
9 Individuals 14 

 TOTAL 52 
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Cucumber being trained onto the trellises in Achampet (Dec 2021) 

 
4.3.3. Training on Book keeping and financial systems for FPOs 
WLF organized this online training program on book Keeping system and sources of income 

to enhance the knowledge of NGO staff, FPO CEOs, FPO Directors and members and other 

individuals of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh states. The training was headed by Mr. B. 

Shankaraiah, with focus on the following areas: 

• Concept and Promotion of Farmer Producer Organization (FPO) 

• Book keeping system and types of books 

• Roles and responsibilities of CEOs and Directors of FPOs 

• Sources of Income to FPOs 
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4.3.4. Training on gravity pipe networks (GPNs) using EPANET 
There are number of hill streams and springs found in Hilly tribal areas, that flow down 

through the undulating landscapes. Diverting and utilizing such stream water for irrigation 

through pipe networks is a very useful and highly beneficial activity for the small tribal 

farmers. However, small tribal farmers could not afford such activities on their own and many 

NGOs working in tribal areas do not have the technical knowledge in planning such schemes. 

Therefore, the current training was designed to equip the NGO staff working in tribal areas 

on the technical aspects of planning and execution of such schemes.  

  
A simple closed network demonstrated in the 

training course 
A delivery point from the sub-main pipe 

in the network (Logili village, Araku) 

 
The three-day training introduced the concepts of pressure, velocity and head-loss in pipe 

flows; introduced analysis of simple pipe networks in EPANET; and introduced design of open 

and closed networks in different land slopes and configurations. Training material was 

provided on every day of the training course. A short video 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvrUU0cMmTY&t=154s) made on the recent GPNs 

designed by WLF and implemented by an NGO, VIKASA, was also shared with the participants. 

Some of the participants from Meghalaya felt that the training is very useful to their work and 

expressed to implement similar schemes them in coming months. 

  
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvrUU0cMmTY&t=154s
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4.3.5. Training inputs to events organized by other organizations 

DHAN Foundation, which is a Resource Support Agency (RSA) for NABARD, organized a 3-day 
training program, from 26-28 Feb 2022, to the 
directors of various FPOs of Kamareddy cluster in 
Telangana. The training mainly focused on audit 
and financial management in FPOs. The event 
was organized at St. Ann’s Generalate, Tarnaka, 
Hyderabad.  
 
As per the request of DHAN Foundation, Mr. 
Shankaraiah attended this event on 28 Feb 2022 
as a resource person.  A total of 110 participants 
from 60 FPOs participated in this event. He spoke about community accounting and roles and 
responsibilities of FPO directors. He also explained key functions of the board of directors in 
community accounting system and community auditing in business activity to build and 
strengthen their FPO in fair accounting systems as per the Companies Act. 
 

 

4.4. Publications and dissemination 
4.4.1. Contribution of articles to agricultural page of Sakshi paper 

It is common that farmers use PVC pipes for water distribution in their farm lands. But, WLF 

observed that these pipe networks are failing prematurely due to pipe bursts, breakages 

and low-quality material as well as workmanship. During previous year (2020-21), Mr. 

Mallesham of WLF carried out a field study on these common problems in pipe irrigation 

networks by visiting 55 farmers who installed the pipe networks using PVC and HDPE pipes 

in sloping and plain lands. Consolidating the findings from this study, a series of three 

articles in Sakshi newspaper and a detailed magazine article in Raithu Nestham agriculture 

magazine were published in local Telugu language during April-Aug 2021.  

Following are the links to the newspaper articles: https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/59729897 & 

https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/60055430.  

Further, an article on methods of reviving dry and low-yielding bore wells was published on 
29 June 2021 (https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/61467564). As written in Section 4.2.2., WLF 
encouraged farmers belonging to FPOs in Bhongir district, Telangana to come forward and 
innovate new agricultural implements overcoming the difficulties faced by them in their own 
agricultural lands. Various innovations done by farmers of Nelathalli FPO was captured in the 
form of an article in the Sakshi paper (27 July 2021). 
 

https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/59729897
https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/60055430
https://epaper.sakshi.com/c/61467564
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Further, the study publication brought out by WLF on traditional trellis cultivation practices 
in India, was condensed as an article in Telugu and got published in the Sakshi paper (10 Aug 
2021).  
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Thus, the knowledge gained by the WLF through its own grass-roots work and various field 

studies are ultimately disseminated to the larger farmers’ community through local mass 

media and digital media such as YouTube. 

4.4.2. Short film on pipe irrigation networks 
As a follow up to the field study on PVC pipes done during 2020-21, a short film narrating key 

reasons for the pre-mature failure and damage of PVC pipe networks in agricultural lands was 

done this year. The film also suggests the precautions to be taken while planning, installing 

and usage of these networks for durability and long functional life. Installing the pipes at a 

minimum depth of 2.5 ft below ground; use of air valves to avoid high pressures and use of 

closed networks are the key messages of this film. The film is available for viewing at: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_swpAp1DmRA&t=211s.  

A short article about the study and video film by WLF on the pipe irrigation networks was 

published in the agriculture page of the Sakshi newspaper (06 July 2021). 

 

5. Future plans 
During the year 2021-22, WLF consolidated its work and made its presence felt, by working 

on water conservation in collaboration with existing FPOs and conducting various relevant 

capacity building events. WLF has been making efforts to mobilize CSR projects in recent 

months. It is expected that these efforts will fructify in 2022-23. Convergence with on-going 

government programs and schemes will continue to be the main strategy of WLF across all its 

initiatives, while being innovative in thinking and action, in everything it does. WLF will be 

expanding to new areas in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana states and expand its 

collaborations with new FPOs during the coming years.  

Various CSR project in India insist the third-party assessment of project impacts following the 

volumetric water benefit accounting (VWBA) framework developed by World Resources 

Institute (WRI), Washington. Being in forefront in designing and organizing capacity building 

programs for NGOs in India, WLF is planning to organize a training on VWBA methods in Indian 

context for the benefit of those NGOs implementing CSR projects. 

Finally, WLF always strives to be relevant and abreast of the developments in the 

development sector. It will continue these efforts in the coming years with renewed 

commitment and vigor. 

-o0o- 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_swpAp1DmRA&t=211s

